No./NIMCET 2021/40

Dated: 11.09.2021

Important Notice on Online Document Verification in Round 2
The following text contains the words namely, fresh, upgraded and migrated candidates. The
meaning of the words is given below. The candidates are therefore required to take a note of
the meaning of the same before reading the notice.
1. Fresh Candidates: The candidates who have not been allotted a seat in the
first round but have been allotted a seat for the first time in second round.
2. Upgraded candidates: The candidates who have been allotted a seat in the
first round and have exercised the option 2 during the first round of
counselling.
3. Migrated candidates: The candidates who have been allotted a seat in the
first round but have been unable to produce required category certificate
during counselling of first round and as a result their category is changed
to open category.
All the fresh, upgraded and migrated candidates who have been provisionally allotted
Institute in the second round of Seat Allotment are advised to keep visiting their registered
email-id regularly for updates, if any.
Online verification of the documents of the fresh candidates will be carried out by the center
in-charge of the allotted Institute. If any discrepancy in the documents uploaded by the fresh
candidate at the time of form filling, is observed or any document is required to establish the
final eligibility of such candidate by the center in-charge of allotted Institute (NIT), then emails
will be sent to fresh candidate’s registered email id from the below listed emails of the Institute.
The upgraded and migrated candidates may also be asked to submit the documents, if any,
by the center in-charge of allotted Institute (NIT), so they should also keep visiting their
registered email id.
If any clarification is sought or any document is required by the center in-charge of allotted
Institute (NIT), then the candidates must immediately respond and provide the required
information before the end of this round (i.e. Thursday, 16/09/2021 by 05:00PM).

The following are the email-ids of the Participating NITs involved in “Online document
verification” of the candidates.
Institute
NIT Agartala

contact Email-id for verification
nimcet.verification@nita.ac.in

MNNIT Allahabad

nimcet2021.verification@mnnit.ac.in

MANIT Bhopal

NIMCET.MANIT.COUNSELLING@gmail.com

NIT Calicut

nimcet2021.verification@nitc.ac.in

NIT Jamshedpur

nimcet2021.verification@nitjsr.ac.in

NIT Kurukshetra

nimcet.verification@nitkkr.ac.in

NIT Raipur

nimcet2021.verification@nitrr.ac.in

NIT Surathkal

nimcet2021.verification@nitk.edu.in

NIT Tiruchirappalli

nimcet@nitt.edu

NIT Warangal

nimcet2021.verification@nitw.ac.in

NIT Patna

nimcet2021.verification@nitp.ac.in

Since this is an online process, candidates MUST strictly adhere to the
online activity timelines as mentioned in schedule given at
https://www.nimcet.in/documents/Important%20dates.pdf
Further, the candidates are once again advised to be ready with the list of
documents given at
https://www.nimcet.in/documents/List%20of%20Essential%20Required
%20Documents%20for%20NIMCET%202021%20Conselling.pdf

If a candidate fails to provide the required clarification and/or document /data
asked by center in-charge of allotted Institute at or before 5:00 PM on
16/09/2021 then his/her allotment of the seat can be cancelled for which the
concerned NIT and NIMCET 2021 will not be held responsible.

Important Points:
 After second round of allotments, all the fresh candidates are required to make a
mandatory online payment of the initial fee of Rs. 10000/-. Sometimes, the payment
gateways take 24-48 hours for the settlement of payment hence in their interest, the
fresh candidates are advised to complete the payment process latest by
Sunday i.e. 12-09-2021.

 Following options must be exercised by the fresh, upgraded and migrated
candidates, after the second round of allotments. Fresh candidates will be able to
exercise the options only after the payment of prescribed fee.


Acceptance of the allotted seat, Option-1: The candidates who wish to finalize
the seat allotted to them and wish to join in the Institute allotted to them and take
the Provisional Admission Letter. (Their higher preference choices, if any, will be
ignored in subsequent rounds).



Upgradation in the next round, Option-2: The candidates who wish to be
considered in the next round for all of their higher preference choices (i.e. across the
Institutes).

However, if a candidate fails to exercise either of the above options, then he/
she will be automatically considered eligible for the third round of allotment
under Option-2 (Upgradation).

 Due to closure of University/Colleges and offices due to COVID-19, the candidates who
did not have their mark-sheets/grade-sheets and valid OPEN-EWS or OBC Certificates
were allowed to upload undertaking(s) instead, at the time of form filling. All fresh
candidates must produce these documents at the time of online verification of the
documents when asked for.
 If a fresh candidate produces a category certificate, during online verification of the
documents afresh, (i.e., having applied as OPEN candidate earlier and having appeared
in the NIMCET-2021 test as OPEN candidate), his category will NOT BE CHANGED
and anyclaim of change in category will not be entertained.
 A fresh candidate must produce the valid OPEN-EWS/OBC/PwD certificate(s)
at the time of document verification when asked for, failing which the seat
allotted to candidate in OPEN-EWS / OBC/PwD category can be cancelled, and the
claimed category of the candidate will be converted to OPEN category in the subsequent
round.

Secretary, NIMCET 2021

